
 

ACCOMMODATION INFO  
 
Mikkeli Student Housing Ltd (MOAS) is specialised in student accommodation in Mikkeli and is the easiest 

way to find accommodation for your exchange period. You can submit an application at Moas website 
www.moas.fi. There is usually quite a long waiting list for apartments in autumn because of large 
number of new students in town. Moas does it best to arrange an apartment for as many students 
as possible.  

Applying  

NOTE: You need to apply for the accommodation as soon as you have received the letter of 
acceptance from Mamk. Mamk will inform Moas office about your acceptance for an exchange 
and will send the study certificate to Moas on your behalf.  
Be sure to write your email address correctly in the application form because Moas will send you 
an email when they have an apartment reserved for you. The email includes instructions for 
paying the deposit fee (IBAN and SWIFT). You have approximately one week time to confirm the 
reservation to Moas and pay the deposit fee. Without a reply, you will lose the reserved 
apartment and your application will not be on the waiting list anymore.  

Rent 
 
The amount of rent varies depending on the location and size of the apartment. The rent for a 
shared apartment is app. from 320 €/month upwards and for a single-room apartment from  
425 €/month upwards. The rent includes furniture, usage charge, electricity, water and internet 
connection.  

Deposit 

The deposit fee is 300 € for a room in a shared apartment and 400 € for a single-room apartment. 
The deposit must always be paid in time to confirm the reservation.  

Arrival in Mikkeli 

Mamk tries to arrange an international tutor to pick you up from the central station upon your 
arrival in Mikkeli.  

- If you arrive daytime during office hours you can get the keys to your apartment from 
Moas office.  

- If you arrive in the evening, at night or during the weekend you'll get the keys from Moas 
janitor-on-call. A service-fee of 20,00 € will be charged always when the key is handled to a 
new tenant outside normal office hours. The fee has to be paid with cash on arrival directly 
to the janitor-on-call. 
 

You need to inform Moas office at least one week prior to your arrival about your exact date and 
time of arrival in Mikkeli! For any questions about Moas apartments, please contact 
toimisto@moas.fi. 
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